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The book is mainly a crime story with a heartwarming love theme built in to the context. The crime is the
illegal sale and distribution of drugs through the equine sports of horse racing and show jumping and how
the sports became infiltrated by shady owners and people working within the two sports-for instance, race
horse trainers and jockeys. The novel takes you on a journey at breakneck speed on how the drugs come into
the country and are then dispersed through a network of outlets on the racecourses all over the south of
England. Furthermore, the novel tackles how the drugs are passed to customers in such a unique manner
without money actually changing hands. The novel tells the story of the jockey club's security agents,
Discreet Intelligence Reports & Technical Services (DIRTS), an independent company that deals with all the
jockey club security problems, with the jockey club running horse racing in Great Britain. Steve Hurst is the
main character in the novel, and DIRTS is his company. The two sports are being swamped with the illegal
sale and distribution of cocaine and heroin. Steve loses his fiancée, Jane Coe, an international show jumper,
to the influences of drugs as she falls for a fellow show jumping junky, Chris Cobb. Steve falls into the arms
of one of his employees, Laura, and the love story quickly gathers pace. But who wants to kill Laura and
Steve, what do they know, and can Chief Inspector Heyes of the Sussex Police Constabulary save them in
time before the contract killer strikes? Initial Review of Vengeance; Readers Digest Magazine.
"VENGEANCE which is supurbly crafted, intricately detailed story is by turns joyful, sorrowful, and
uplifting. A must-read story of relationships, prejudice, and a vivad paean for justice. Overall this fine book
offers well-drawn, human characters and logically flowing action.. all written in a striking style" If you
enjoyed Vengeance, the sequel, The Secret Syndicate, is under way! It's set in Sussex and filled with more
intrigue regarding the horse-racing industry. (Release date: September 2015.) Find out how Steve and Laura,
Ricky and Charlie, and DCI John Heyes crack their second case. Will Miles and Natalie get together? And
how will Laura deal with a yard full of horses? Ronald Moore had the incredible experience of working as an
assistant trainer in a racing yard during the late 1980s and early 1990s. He has also held a jockey's licence
during that time and rode in races. His niece was an international showjumper who represented her country
many times before turning to race riding; she rode in two Grand Nationals. Ronald has always been
interested in horse racing and showjumping, and has owned many racehorses and showjumpers over the
years. One of his favourite authors is Dick Francis, who wrote many novels based on the horse-racing theme.
Jilly Cooper, famed for her book Riders, set in the promiscuous showjumping world, is another author he
admires. Vengeance is Ronald's first novel, and he sought to blend racing and showjumping as the story's
backdrop, peppering the action with romance, as well as various criminal activities regarding the illegal sale
and distribution of drugs. This provides a unique spin on this tried-and-trusted equestrian theme that has
served countless authors so well in the past. Ronald intends to utilise the main characters in this novel in the
sequel which he is writing at the moment. He hopes the poignant scenes and moral issues threaded through
the story, together with the romance and fast-paced action, will make Vengeance a memorable and enjoyable
read.
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From reader reviews:

Fernando Levering:

The book Vengeance make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You can use to make your capable more
increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem using your
subject. If you can make studying a book Vengeance to be your habit, you can get a lot more advantages, like
add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You can know everything if
you like open up and read a book Vengeance. Kinds of book are a lot of. It means that, science guide or
encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Pamela Adair:

Vengeance can be one of your nice books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight away
because this publication has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but still delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort to
place every word into delight arrangement in writing Vengeance however doesn't forget the main stage,
giving the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource information that maybe you can be certainly
one of it. This great information can certainly drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial considering.

Henry Knight:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside having friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by reading a book. Ugh,
think reading a book can definitely hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It okay you can have
the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Touch screen phone. Like Vengeance which is keeping the
e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's see.

Jose German:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a book we can know
everything we would like. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year was
exactly added. This guide Vengeance was filled with regards to science. Spend your free time to add your
knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading some sort of
book. If you know how big selling point of a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a book. In the modern
era like today, many ways to get book that you just wanted.
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